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About the
Share Reuse Repair
Initiative
Our mission is to foster a circular economy
that makes the most of Things and serves as
a meaningful waste and climate solution,
enables everyone to “live circular” and
supports resilient local communities
and economies.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2020, the Share Reuse Repair Initiative began
our Just Circular Recovery and Transition (JCRT)
program in response to the COVID-19 pandemic
and a raised awareness that our economy is
inequitable and unjust while also overshooting
the Earth’s natural capacity. As discourse around a
‘clean reset’ and ‘building back better’ emerged, the
circular economy was largely left out.
A shift to a circular economy holds untapped potential to create inclusive and
decent employment opportunities within climate solution spaces. However, these
opportunities are not well understood nor effectively communicated in a Canadian
context. Many of those disadvantaged in our current linear economy — made
even more so by the pandemic — are also not meaningfully engaged in the circular
economy movement or at decision-making tables.

Learning to repair a chair.
Photo credit: Zero Waste
Washington

As a result, the shift to a circular economy is vulnerable to the same pitfalls
of any socioeconomic transition. People can be left behind, particularly those
from historically exploited and marginalized communities. As such, it is critical
to understand emerging job opportunities and connect them to the real needs
of workers in impacted industries and people who already face barriers to
employment. COVID-19 has particularly affected the economic outcomes of women
and youth, particularly those of color. Centering social equity and wellbeing in
tandem with climate goals can shape a circular economy that supports everyone.
The Just Circular Recovery and Transition program addresses three key questions:
QUESTION 1.

QUESTION 2.

QUESTION 3.

Circular Jobs

Accessible & Affordable

An Inclusive Movement

How can we understand where
circular jobs are created,
lost, replaced or displaced, or
undergo transformation? How
can we ensure that circular jobs
created are both decent and
inclusive? And made available
to workers displaced by the
transition from a linear economy
those that currently face barriers
to employment?

How can a transition to a
circular economy make the cost
of living more affordable? How
can circular goods and services
be accessible to a variety of
communities and not just a
“premium” opportunity for those
with means?

How can we ensure that a just
circular transition centres the
leaders, workers and members
of marginalized communities?
How can we ensure that they are
brought into, respected, heard
and carry influence in decisions
about a circular transition? How
can we ensure that they are
empowered and supported to
develop circular livelihoods and
enterprises on their own terms?
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These questions were pursued through a three stage process:
STAGE 1.

STAGE 2.

STAGE 3.

Scoping

Engagement across
three sectors

Stragegy

Scoping and research to better
understand the problem.

Engagement with 1. circular
businesses, 2. social economy
entities (employment service
providers and other entities
that represent or serve
marginalized communities),
and 3. sustainability, waste and
economic development entities
and policymakers — about how
to grow inclusive circular jobs
in our region, as well as a public
dialogue about inclusive jobs in
the circular economy.

Identifying key actions and
cross-cutting implementation
priorities to realize a just circular
transition.

Across those we engaged, there was a consensus on some common
implementation priorities:
PRIORITY 1.

PRIORITY 2.

PRIORITY 3.

Convene a network engaging
members of both the circular
economy and social economy
to connect, learn together and
identify and advance key early
priorities as identified above.

Pilot training and reskilling
programs with potential to
support the growth of inclusive
jobs where there is a shortage
of workers with relevant skills
or knowledge e.g, circular wood
sector and electronics repair.

Hold public dialogues and
showcase success stories of
inclusive circular jobs, workers
and practices cutting across
different sectors — textiles,
construction, food etc. Ensure
that those from marginalized
communities are centred across
these efforts.

To better understand the full potential of the circular economy to create inclusive
jobs, particularly those that are accessible to people and communities facing
barriers to employment, additional labour market research needs to be done. We
need to understand the growth potential of circular jobs in various sectors — food,
construction, consumables, textiles and more — and the nature of these jobs,
particularly in terms of skill and income levels, as well as specific tasks and training
required. It will also be important to learn more about how and where circular jobs
will displace linear ones so that we can better support worker transition.
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When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, the economy was
critically impacted: global supply chains were interrupted,
over 400 million full-time jobs (based on a 48 hour work
week) were lost worldwide and priorities shifted.1,2 These
impacts spurred a conversation about the economic recovery
to come as a time to ‘build back better’ or for a ‘clean reset’.
However, many of these calls left out the circular economy,
despite the promise it holds to create jobs and support more
affordable livelihoods.

Developing a circular economy could foster more resilient local economies
and jobs through more localized scales of production and reuse, but to date has
lacked a sufficient focus on social justice. Without this focus, the transition to a
circular economy will leave people behind just as the current linear economy does.
The Share Reuse Repair Initiative (SRRI), a project on MakeWay’s Shared Platform,
started the Just Circular Recovery and Transition (JCRT) program in 2020 to
explore how a transition to a more circular economy could facilitate a just and
green economic recovery from the pandemic — one that addresses both waste
and climate change while meeting the needs of our local communities. Our
program goes past just recovery to also encompass the medium and long term
transition to a more circular economy. We decided to initially focus the program
on a just transition as it relates to circular jobs given the pandemic’s impact on

The Circular Economy: A Waste and Climate Solution
The circular economy is an alternative to our current linear “take, make, waste” economy where
we take resources and make things, which go to waste too quickly when they break, no longer
function, or go out of style. In contrast, the circular economy is a more thoughtful approach that
designs for the use and reuse of materials and products to maintain their value and use for as long
as possible. It adheres to three key principles: design out waste, recirculate products and materials,
and regenerate nature.3
Sharing, reuse and repair are “inner loop” circular practices that hold high economic, environmental
and social value. By stretching product lifetimes and maximizing use by more people, they significantly
reduce environmental impact — in SW BC, an average of 90% of energy and materials in goods are
used to make and ship them here.4 Sharing, reuse and repair hold strong job creation potential in
areas of high structural unemployment and are more resilient to technological change and relocation.5
Finally, social value is often increased because activities like lending libraries, repair cafes and clothing
swaps enhance community connectivity.
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employment, particularly for lower-income service workers. In the future we aspire
to look at how a circular economy can support affordable access to goods and
services for all.
This brief provides an overview of the findings from our research and engagement
with community leaders in the Lower Mainland and Southwest BC. We share what
we have learned regarding job creation potential in the circular economy, case
studies exemplifying how circular businesses can create inclusive employment
opportunities and the top priorities to grow circular jobs in our region as identified
by circular businesses, employment service providers, government staff and
community leaders that represent those marginalized in our linear economy and
impacted most by the pandemic.

Research from the
International Labour
Organization (ILO)
predicts net job
growth of 7-8 million
jobs from a shift to a
circular economy.6
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Figure 1: The process for the JCRT
program from June 2020-January
2022.

Stage 1: Scoping
Starting in June 2020, SRRI began scoping the JCRT program, forming our project
team, securing advisors, and conducting background research. Neha SharmaMascarenhas, a PhD student in UBC’s Institute for Resources, Environment and
Sustainability that joined our team as a UBC Sustainability Scholar, was instrumental
at this stage. She conducted a literature review looking at how circular jobs are
defined, what makes a circular job inclusive or not, and the job creation potential
of a circular economy.
Neha’s research also included interviews with eight community leaders that
represent and/or serve communities that face marginalization and barriers to
employment. The interviews explored how marginalized communities in Vancouver
engage with sharing, reuse and repair (SRR) practices in their daily lives, jobs and
enterprises. The following key points emerged from these interviews:

»

financial needs drive participation (affordability encourages sharing and
reuse, whereas cost acts as a barrier for repair);

»

there are low levels of participation in regional sharing platforms, though
inter-community sharing still occurs;

»

environmental and community values are strongly held within marginalized
communities despite affordability being a primary motivator;

“Exploring a Just and Inclusive
Circular Recovery” report
summarizing research conducted
by Sharma-Mascarenhas.
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»
»

SRR is practiced as a part of the culture or way of life in some communities; and
There is limited employment in sharing, reuse and repair and entrepreneurs
in the sector are primarily youth.

Read more about how we define a circular job and how a transition to a circular
economy will affect job numbers in the full report ‘Exploring a Just and Inclusive
Circular Economy’ here.

What defines a circular job?
Though there are some jobs that clearly demonstrate
circularity, or direct jobs (i.e. repairing items, running
a tool library, working in waste reduction/diversion),
many of the jobs created by a transition to a circular
economy could be created to enable the circular
economy or indirectly support it. Enabling jobs could
include jobs like software developers working on a
technological innovation that helps reduce waste,
whereas indirect jobs could be those employed in
the training and reskilling of people to transition to a
more circular profession.7
Circular jobs are not inherently decent (fair wages and
safe working environment) or inclusive (accessible to
those that face barriers to employment). For instance,
informal waste pickers can be working in unsafe or
hazardous conditions with few social supports and
little to no means or access to give feedback on waste
management to solid waste engineers.

Fergus Kinnaird also joined the team to research the scalability and job creation
potential of different circular business models in the Lower Mainland and BC. His
work included interviews with innovators who successfully run inclusive circular
business models, employment opportunities, and/or training programs.
We also held a scoping meeting with circular innovators, employment service
providers and community representatives which helped to shape our next
stage — engagement.
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Stage 2: Engagement
As we transitioned into our engagement stage, we invited leaders from the
circular economy, social economy, and public sector to join our JCRT Advisory
Group (members listed in the acknowledgement section). This advisory group was
regularly briefed on next steps in the JCRT process and gave input into the program
development, including recommendations for who should be invited into meetings
with employment service providers and community representatives, as well as one
with public sector and economic development professionals.
See the ‘Developing a Just Circular Economy in the Lower Mainland’ section for
the takeaways from the three engagement meetings.
In order to bring the discussions about a Just Circular Recovery and Transition out
from behind closed doors and into the community, we held a public dialogue in
January 2022. Andrea Reimer introduced the topic of a just transition and Rosemary
Cooper, Project Director of SRRI, moderated a panel that included three innovators
who provide inclusive circular jobs:

»

Alia Sunderji, CEO and Founder of Luv the Grub, a social enterprise that hires
people facing barriers (e.g. newcomer refugees, low income seniors, youth
between shelter homes, youth with mental illness) to make chutneys and
spreads from produce seconds;

»

Bobby MacDonald, Manager of Community Engagement & Social Enterprise
at Union Gospel Mission, helps operate a unique program called Repair to
Wear, which accepts clothing donations from both community members and
large corporations and employs women-identifying individuals to repair them
to be sold in UGM’s store(s). The program is a trauma-informed space and
employees are often part of UGM’s recovery or shelter programs.

»

Amanda LaGrange, CEO of Tech Dump Minnesota, an organization that
provides an 18 month training program and employment for adults with
a history of incarceration or struggles with addiction or mental illness,
to collect and sort electronic waste. The program also repairs and resells
refurbished electronics.

“Embedde d in the

transition to a green
economy must be a
transition for all to
just work regardless
of their starting
place.”

— Andrea Reimer during the
Inclusive Jobs in the Circular
Economy public dialogue
hosted by SRRI.

Stage 3: Strategy
SRRI compiled and analyzed the findings from our research and engagement to
write this Strategy Brief, including Case Studies and Implementation Priorities and
a Framework for Action.
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A Just Circular Transition applies the principles of a
just transition within a circular economy context. A
just transition refers to the consideration given, and
the measures taken, to transition the workforce as the
economy shifts so no communities are left behind.
The Vancouver Economic Commission, drawing from definitions of leading global
organizations, defines a just transition as:

“a worker-inclusive approach that aims to minimize the impacts of environmental
policies on workers in affected industries. Additionally, the just transition will
move towards an equitable future, ensuring that new opportunities in the ‘green
economy’ will include those previously excluded from the high-carbon economy.
A just transition is met when everyone has social protection, all jobs are decent,
emissions are low or at zero and communities are thriving and resilient.”8
New jobs will be created by the circular economy, while some will be lost or
displaced. To be a just circular transition, it will be key that those whose jobs are
lost or displaced have both the opportunity and skills to transition to a circular job.
The accessibility of circular jobs for communities that face barriers to employment
in our current economy is also a priority.

Connecting to Larger Movements
In 2012, Kate Raworth first introduced her concept
of Doughnut Economics,9 a tool for reimagining how
economics can “meet the needs of all within the means of
the planet.”10 The ‘doughnut’ is the space within we aim
to live, outlined by an inner circle of 12 social foundations
that need to be met for people to live full, dignified lives
and an outer circle of 9 planetary boundaries that, if
overshot, could lead to environmental degradation and
potentially irreversible tipping points. By reimagining
the goals and metrics of economics to benefit people
and planet, the economic system can foster social,
environmental, and economic wellbeing. A circular
economy could help societies live within the planetary
boundaries by reducing resource extraction and pollution,
as well as help more people live decent lives by increasing
accessibility and affordability.
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COMMUNITIES OF FOCUS
The environmental movement in North America has not
been inclusive, often leaving out those most impacted
by environmental issues from decision-making tables.11
Environmental organizations are still predominantly staffed
and led by white people.12 The circular economy has followed
this trend and generally failed to engage communities that
are not able to fully participate in the current economy due to
systemic inequalities and prejudices. These communities include
Black and Indigenous peoples, and people of color (BIPOC);
immigrants and refugees; people with disabilities; and people
who face barriers to employment such as home insecurity, history of
incarceration and/or struggles with addiction. The COVID-19 pandemic
has exacerbated these effects for women13 and youth14, particularly those
from communities that already face economic barriers.15
To build a just and green circular economy, we need to centre those from
these communities in conversations and at decision-making tables in order
to create opportunities that address the problems they identify. We also
need to create spaces and relationships where these communities’ voices
are not just welcomed, but valued and upheld in planning and decisionmaking. We see this as essentially a bringing together of the social economy
and circular economy spheres, and the many actors involved in both.

Image credit: Remy Gieling on Unsplash

Similar to many just transition projects, the JCRT program focuses on those
whose jobs are most impacted by the transition to a circular economy.
However, we also prioritize inclusive employment, because improving
employment opportunities for those that face barriers often improves
employment for everyone. This involves accounting and accommodating
for barriers to employment people might face; improving who can access
skilling and training programs and the outcomes of those programs; and
making sure that circular jobs in our region are also decent jobs — jobs that
provide fair wages, safe work environments, job security and more.

Though people might not be familiar with the term
‘circular economy’, circularity is not a new concept and
continues to be practiced by a variety of cultures.
Growing the circular economy movement requires
communicating circularity in relatable terms and
collaborating with partners from a variety of
communities and sectors. Broad, but grounded,
engagement can cultivate a resilient and representative
circular economy.16

“The circular

economy is being
touted as an

instrument for
building back
better and

mitigating further
unemployment
against the

backdrop of the

COVID-19 pandemic.
Only a circular
economy that

is ethical and

inclusive will be

suited to meet these
challenges.”

— Circle Economy from “The social
economy: a means for inclusive &
decent work in the circular economy"
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and Growing
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What a just circular recovery and transition can accomplish
isn’t a far off prospect, but observable across sectors
today. In this section we share case studies from four
sectors — construction, electronics, packaging, and textiles.

SECTOR 1: CONSTRUCTION

Building Deconstruction
Demolishing buildings contributes to millions of tonnes of building waste in Canada
every year, 37% of which is valuable timber. Rather than demolishing a building
by wrecking and clearing the material, building deconstruction involves taking
buildings apart to salvage the materials. In Vancouver, Unbuilders holds the salvage
rate record for a deconstruction project at 99%.17,18
Municipalities across Canada have started to pass bylaws requiring the
deconstruction of residential buildings built before a certain time period (e.g. in
Vancouver, pre-1910 homes and pre-1950 heritage homes must be deconstructed19).

The estimated job potential
for deconstruction in Metro
Vancouver (extrapolating
from Unbuilders’ current
number of employees) is
900-1500. At the provincial
level, that could mean
1800-3000 jobs.

Deconstruction not only diverts a lot of usable material from the landfill, but it
also employs 6 people for every 1 person on a demolition team.20 This presents an
opportunity to grow low barrier jobs that offer competitive wages and benefits.
These jobs can be suitable for those looking to work with their hands away from
a desk. Those with experience in the trades can easily transfer those skills to
deconstruction. Additionally, deconstruction activities can be moved off-site to a
centralized location, reducing barriers to entry for workers — such as travel and
safety certification requirements.

< Figure 2: For every one job in
demolition, deconstruction could
employ six people.

Image credit: Wood Shop Vancouver

Reclaiming Material and Dignity
What happens to the material salvaged from a deconstruction? Businesses
like Wood Shop, a cooperative, can use reclaimed wood to make furniture
and interiors for individual and business clients. Since 2014, Wood Shop has
utilized over 305 tonnes of salvaged wood for their creations with over 7800
work hours from those facing barriers to employment. Were we able to
repurpose all the lumber and building supplies currently landfilled in Metro
Vancouver, businesses like Wood Shop could employ over 3000 people in
the region.
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SECTOR 2: ELECTRONICS

Electronics Repair
Electronic waste (or e-waste) is the fastest growing waste stream in the world. In
Canada, 757,000 tonnes of e-waste went to the landfill in 2020.21 E-waste includes
extremely valuable resources; in 2019, it was estimated that $57 billion worth of
gold, silver, copper, platinum and other precious metals and materials were dumped
as e-waste.22 Annually, it’s possible to mine more gold from e-waste than from
gold mines.23
For every 1000 tonnes of e-waste, it is estimated that 200 people could be
employed in repairing the waste versus 15 people to recycle it or 1 person to
landfill / incinerate it.24 Electronics repair is more job intensive than electronics
disposal and trends in right to repair also indicate a shift towards more affordable
options for repairing electronics.

Figure 3: Repairing electronics could
create 200x more jobs than landfilling
them and 13x more jobs than recycling
e-waste.

Bringing Those Left Out From the Economy Back in as
Problem Solvers

Image credit: Tech Dump

Tech Dump in Minnesota started out as an employee training program for those
that had gaps in their resume (i.e. due to incarceration, struggles with mental
health or addiction) to collect waste from offices. After piloting e-waste
collection, they will take anything with a cord, cable, or battery to repair or
recycle. Of the 3-4 million pounds of e-waste they collect each year, they are
able to repair and resell about 15-18% of it. Tech Dump noted, “Where there
is no margin, there is no mission.” Not only is there greater job intensity in
electronics refurbishment, but Tech Dump saw margin enhancement and can no
longer imagine collecting electronic waste without the refurbishment piece.
Based on the current amount of e-waste generated in Canada (757kt), businesses
like Tech Dump could employ 37,000 people nationally. The actual job potential
is likely much higher as this number does not account for the number of people
already employed in electronics repair, does not account for e-waste collection
at a greater scale or with better infrastructure support, or the jobs that could be
created to utilize the e-waste.
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SECTOR 3: PACK AGING

Reusables
In Vancouver in 2018, residents disposed of 31 million plastic straws, 103 million
single use utensils, 82 million single use cups, 89 million plastic shopping bags
and 4 million paper shopping bags. However, 86% of Vancouverites recognize the
importance of reducing single-use items and 84% think quick-serve food purveyors
should offer a reusable dishware option. It also costs Vancouver taxpayers about
$2.5 million per year to collect from public waste bins and to clean up litter in our
parks, streets and green spaces.25
Many jurisdictions have passed bylaws incentivising consumers and businesses to
choose more reusable options (e.g. Vancouver’s bylaw to charge a minimum fee of
$0.25 for disposable cups26). The federal government has also indicated they intend
to move forward on banning harmful single-use plastics.27

86% of Vancouverites
recognize the
importance of reducing
single-use items and
84% think quick-serve
food purveyors should
offer a reusable dishware
option.

As of 2021, the largest reusable packaging initiative is Loop by Terracycle. Loop
has worked with many major brands offered in grocery stores across the world
to transition their packaging to a reusable option that customers could return for
refills. Most of the job creation within Terracycle is to operate the Loop platform
(an example of enabling or indirect circular jobs). The brands they work with are
responsible for designing their packaging and third-party companies are used for
the delivery, collection and redistribution logistics.
Loop has not arrived in the Lower Mainland, prompting the development of an
active reusables innovation space with many start-ups and businesses. Businesses
like Reusables provide reusable containers for restaurants to offer for takeout and
delivery orders. Sharewares offers reusable options for office spaces, events and
more. Though the early stages of these companies make it difficult to estimate their
job creation potential, we know that reusable container programs offer a number of
jobs with low barrier to entry (i.e. distribution, cleaning) as well as enabling jobs to
support the larger system for distribution, collection (reverse logistics)
and redistribution (i.e. technological platforms).

Integrating Inclusive Employment Into a Start-Up Business
In 2021, capstone students in BCIT’s Sustainable Business Leadership program
prepared a strategy for ShareWares, a reusable containers startup, to pursue
inclusive employment under the supervision of SRRI and the Social Research
and Demonstration Corporation (SRDC). They investigated four communities
for inclusive employment: newcomer immigrants/refugees, people with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD), people living in the Downtown Eastside (DTES)
neighbourhood (of whom many face barriers to employment), and youth. They
learned that the immigrant/refugee community was not a good fit, because
they are often highly qualified and looking for jobs they can build a career in.
The students recommended ShareWares start small by hiring 1-2 people with
ASD, fill additional jobs with youth, and expand into hiring DTES residents once
ShareWares’ business operations were more stable. Read the full report here.

“Integrating Inclusive
Employment with
Sharewares” report
written by BCIT capstone
students.
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SECTOR 4: TEXTILES

Clothing Repair and Secondhand Retail
The fashion industry has dramatically evolved in two key ways. First, fast fashion’s
rise has encouraged hyperconsumerism and the production of lower quality
clothing. Second, clothing is more frequently made with mixed materials, often
mixing synthetic and natural fabrics. This has led textile waste to become one of
the fastest growing waste streams. 20,000 tonnes of apparel is disposed of in the
Lower Mainland every year as of 2018, making up 2.3% of the waste sent to landfill.
However, 95% of that is either repairable, reusable, or recyclable.28
In response to environmental concerns and consumer demand, more clothing
brands are exploring circular business models encompassing clothing repair and
resale, reusing deadstock fabric and damaged or returned inventory, renting and
subscription models, and investing in technology to recycle textiles more efficiently.
In ThredUp’s 2021 survey of retail executives, 60% of retailers have or are open to
offering secondhand clothing to their customers with 60% preferring to partner
with an existing resale business instead of handling the resale logistics themselves.29
This is important to take into consideration, because while clothing resale
businesses might operate small and lean today, the secondhand clothing market is
forecasted to double in the next 5 years.

While clothing resale
businesses might
operate small and lean
today, the secondhand
clothing market is
forecasted to double in
the next 5 years.

Large retailers may rely on partnerships with small businesses to assist them in resale
logistics, resulting in an expansion in their operations and growth in the number
of people they can employ. Research conducted by Circle Economy estimates a
clothing sector focused on reuse could increase full time employment by 25% in the
Netherlands, though further research is needed to determine whether the clothing
sector in the Lower Mainland would experience comparable growth.30 This change
in the clothing industry could create a variety of jobs with low barriers to entry in
secondhand clothing sales (resale logistics) and in repairing clothes for resale.

Image credit: Savers Thrift via PR Newswire.

Keeping Clothing In Circulation
About 82% of products classified as ‘waste’ can be renewed and resold 31, an
area that companies like Debrand and Renewal Workshop specialize in. Debrand
focuses on the sorting part of the circular supply network; they collect apparel
waste from brands and allocate them to be recycled, resold, or reused. They
work with brands like Lululemon, Aritzia, Everlane, Canada Goose, and
Herschel. Given their specific niche in the circular supply network, Debrand
and similar companies could see an expansion in their operations as resale
grows. Renewal Workshop works with brands to sort, clean, and repair textiles
that have been damaged or returned. Through their partnerships with Carhartt,
New Balance, Osprey, and Pottery Barn, they divert items from the landfill and
make them marketable again. 50% of the products that enter their warehouse
are professionally repaired. After success in Oregon, they expanded to the
Netherlands. Similar business models in the Lower Mainland could create 50-100
jobs, or 100-200 at the provincial scale. These numbers could increase as demand
for resale (and repair, a more job intensive process) grows.
20

SECTORS IN COLLABORATION

Co-located Circularity
In our engagement with circular businesses, we have often heard that having space
to collaborate and learn from one another would create further opportunities for
innovation. Around the world, we have seen success stories of co-located circular
innovators at locations such as ReTuna Mall in Sweden, NochMall in Berlin, and
The Plant in Chicago.

Image credit: Industrial Districts Tour, 2019.
Image courtesy of StrathconaBIA, photo by
Emmett of Sarah Race Photography

What Does an Inclusive Circular Economy Look Like
On the Ground?
1.7 kilometers outside of downtown Vancouver is 450 acres of light industrial
land known as the False Creek Flats, which as of 2015 was home to over 600
businesses and organizations and over 8000 jobs.32 Circular leaders in this
space are focused on turning the area into Vancouver's first Green Industrial
Innovation District (GrIID) with seven clusters: Sustainable Waste Management
(with a Building Deconstruction sub-cluster), Food and Urban Agriculture,
Arts & Culture, Share Reuse Repair, Supply Distribution & Transportation,
Manufacturing & Production, and Industrial Innovation R&D.
The vision for GrIID pairs green innovation with equity and inclusivity, with
guiding principles around creating resilient and inclusive local jobs. GrIID leaders
envision training programs and support systems co-located with job opportunities
accessible to a range of marginalized communities. Estimates for new circular jobs
at GrIID range from 300 to 500, growing from 1500 to 2000 when operations of the
businesses located there expand to other parts of the Lower Mainland.
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Developing
a Just Circular
Economy in the
Lower Mainland
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Between May and November 2021, we held three meetings:
one with circular businesses in the region, one with
employment service providers and community leaders
that represent and/or serve marginalized communities,
and another with public sector and economic development
professionals focused on sustainability, waste, and the
circular economy. Chatham House rules were in effect during
the meetings, so none of the priorities or discussion points are
attributed to particular participants.

Circular Business Priorities to Grow Inclusive Jobs
In the meeting with circular businesses, we asked what they needed to scale inclusive jobs.
Below are the top priorities they identified for scaling inclusive jobs in their businesses.
CIRCULAR BUSINESS PRIORITIES

Funding clarity and support — what grants, wage subsidies, training programs,
etc. are available?
Collaboration between businesses — to learn how to develop and implement
inclusive employment
Programs that match worker skills with circular businesses
Help to understand and communicate the business value of inclusive
employment
Clear employment pathways (training programs, progression)
A network of circular businesses and employment service providers

Policy as a rising tide, lifting all ships
We heard from many that policy could play a key role in supporting their ability to provide
more circular jobs. Some policy suggestions we heard include:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Procurement policy that favours circular e.g, refurbished; high repairability
Offering rebates or tax incentives for the use certified refurbished products
Moving policy from a focus on materials management to a focus on reuse models
Public awareness campaigns to increase supply of e-waste for recycling and repair
Grant funding or support for job training for inclusive circular jobs
Policy that favours building waste separation, recycling, and salvaging requirements to
incentivize deconstruction over demolition
» Support for infrastructure — particularly affordable space needed for circular practices
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Priorities of Employment Service Providers and
Marginalized Communities
In the meeting with employment service providers that serve a variety of
marginalized communities, we shared what we heard from circular businesses and
asked about priorities to ensure that circular jobs are accessible to job seekers that
face various barriers. Below are the six key priorities identified.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE PROVIDER PRIORITIES

Build a just circular jobs network engaging both circular and
social economy actors
Identify the tasks / jobs that circular businesses are hiring for
Connect employment service providers and circular businesses
Re-evaluate what is considered work and how it’s done
Find a balance between environment, inclusion and business priorities
Start hiring; connect with people & organizations that can help with
successful inclusive hires

Priorities of Sustainability, Waste and Economic
Development Entities
In our final meeting attended by sustainability, waste, and economic development
professionals that work with or within the public sector, we shared what we had
learned from our prior meetings. We also discussed insights from the SharmaMascarenhas report regarding the job growth potential of the circular economy in
our region. Those in attendance at this meeting identified the following as priorities
in their work to grow inclusive circular jobs in our region.
PUBLIC SECTOR AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

Forming a network of circular businesses and employment service providers
Job-matching platform to match skills with tasks/jobs
Showcasing the stories of inclusive circular employment
Policy changes that move from materials management towards reuse models
Communication across sectors to know where others are at and where they’re
going with inclusive circular employment
Incentives for inclusive employment in circular businesses
Procurement policy that rewards both inclusivity and circularity

You can find in-depth summaries for each of these meetings on our website here.
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Implementation Priorities
and a Framework for Action
Across all those we engaged with, there was agreement that there were some key
priority actions necessary to grow inclusive circular jobs in our region.

»

Convene a network to connect circular businesses and employment service
providers to facilitate programs that can integrate inclusive employment
into the circular economy. A connected network is foundational for the
other implementation priorities as it allows for learning, connection, and
identifying additional priority actions.

› This could include creating a platform to match job seekers’ skills with
tasks and jobs at circular businesses.

› Inviting sustainability, waste, and economic development professionals

from the public and nonprofit sectors into this network could help them
see how it aligns with their own priorities and the roles they could play
to support inclusive circular job creation.

»

Pilot training and reskilling programs to support the growth of jobs in
sectors experiencing increased demand and a shortage of workers with
relevant skills or knowledge, such as in the building/wood sector or in
electronics repair. These programs could explore best practices for job
posting and recruitment, how to design training to be effective for people
with different experience and backgrounds, and how the outcomes for
participants in the program could be assisted by end-of-program offerings
(e.g. guaranteed interviews with relevant businesses).

»

Continue convening public dialogues to share stories and on-the-ground
examples of what inclusive circular employment looks like and how it can
be done in different sectors and localities. The dialogues need to center
the entrepreneurs, workers, and leaders of those marginalized in our linear
economy. The dialogues can grow public support for a just circular recovery
and transition and bring more voices to the table.

“We need all hands

on deck. We cannot
afford to miss out
on any ideas, any

innovation, any wild
thought on how we
bring change.”

— Amanda LaGrange during the
Inclusive Jobs in the Circular Economy
public dialogue hosted by SRRI.

To better understand the full potential of the circular economy to create jobs
across all income and skill levels, additional labour market research needs to
be done. We need to understand the growth potential of circular jobs in various
sectors — food, construction, consumables, textiles and more — and the nature of
these jobs, particularly in terms of skill and income levels, as well as specific tasks
and training required. It will also be important to learn more about how
and where circular jobs will displace linear ones so that we can better support
worker transition.
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Join SRRI in the Just Circular Transition
Our efforts to foster a Just Circular Recovery and Transition are intended to
promote joint action and to build upon existing efforts by helping organizations
work together and amplify one another’s strengths and impact. We seek to
collaborate with those working towards greater justice, equity, diversity and
inclusion (JEDI) and organizations who represent workers from industries impacted
by a shift towards a circular economy. To that end, SRRI has joined the Vancouver
Economic Commission’s Just Transition Council.
SRRI is seeking partners and support to pursue the next phase of our Just Circular
Recovery and Transition program. Reach out to us if you see alignment between a
just circular transition and what you, your organization or business are advancing.
Alice Henry
SRRI Program Manager
AliceSRRI@gmail.com

"We are saying
intentionally,

‘Everyone has an

idea, everyone has
value to bring.

We don’t want to
miss out on any
innovation.’”

— Amanda LaGrange during the
Inclusive Jobs in the Circular Economy
public dialogue hosted by SRRI.
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